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Abstract
Value iteration is a popular algorithm for solving
POMDPs. However, it is inefﬁcient in practice. The
primary reason is that it needs to conduct value updates
for all the belief states in the (continuous) belief space.
In this paper, we study value iteration working with a
subset of the belief space, i.e., it conducts value updates
only for belief states in the subset. We present a way
to select belief subset and describe an algorithm to con-
duct value iteration over the selected subset. The algo-
rithm is attractive in that it works with belief subset but
also retains the quality of the generated values. Given
aP O M D P ,w es h o wh o wt oa priori determine whether
the selected subset is a proper subset of belief space. If
this is the case, the algorithm carries the advantages of
representation in space and efﬁciency in time.
Introduction
PartiallyObservableMarkovDecisionProcesses(POMDPs)
serve as plausible models for planning under uncertainty.
However, solving POMDPs is computationally difﬁcult.
There is growing interest in developing more efﬁcient algo-
rithms for ﬁnding solutions to POMDPs. Among the many
algorithms, value iteration and its variations have been ex-
tensively studied in the literature.
Value iteration algorithm proceeds in an iterative fashion.
Each iteration computes a new value function (which spec-
iﬁes a value for each belief state in the belief space) from
the current one. In other words, value iteration considers the
entire belief space at each iteration. Due to the continuum
of the belief space, the algorithm is very inefﬁcient. A na-
ture way to accelerate it is to restrict it to a subset of the
belief space, i.e., each iteration considers belief states in the
subset. The key problem is how to deliberately select the be-
lief subset. Certainly, if the subset is arbitrarily chosen, the
quality of value functions computed can be arbitrarily poor.
There is a tradeoff between the size of selected subset and
the quality of value functions generated.
The algorithm we developed in this paper strikes a bal-
ance between the size of the subset and the quality of value
functions. The subset is chosen to contain any belief states
encountered by the modeled agent no matter which belief
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stateitstartsfrom, nomatterwhichactionitperformsandno
matter which observation it receives. Value iteration work-
ing with this subset is called subset value iteration.W eshow
how to a priori determine if the subset is a proper one. If this
is the case, subset value iteration carries the space and time
advantages: space advantage is because representing a value
function over a subset needs fewer vectors, and time advan-
tage is because computing sets of fewer vectors needs less
computational effort. The subset value iteration is attractive
in that it also retains the quality of value functions. In addi-
tion, the selected belief subset is the minimal subset in the
sense that value iteration must work at least with the subset
in order to retain the quality of value functions.
In the rest of the paper, we ﬁrst introduce POMDP model
and value iteration. Next, we discuss belief subset selection,
representation and its relation to the entire space. Then, we
develop the subset value iteration algorithm and show that it
retains the quality of value functions. Before reporting ex-
periments, we also show how the subset value functions gen-
erated can be extended to the entire space and the selected
subset is minimal for value iteration to retain the quality of
value functions. We conclude the paper with a brief survey
of related work and some future directions.
POMDPs and Value Iteration
A POMDP M is a sequential decision-making model where
the agent executes actions to change world states and the
world provides the agent feedback reﬂecting the state tran-
sitions. Three sets are essential in a POMDP: the set S of
world states, the set A of actions and the set Z of obser-
vations. The dependency between these sets is speciﬁed by
two models: given a state s and an action a executed, the ac-
tion model speciﬁes the probability P(s |s,a) for any next
state s ;g iven a state s and an action a, the observation
model speciﬁes the probability P(z|s,a) for any observa-
tion z. The reward model speciﬁes the reward at one step:
if the agent executes action a in state s,i tr eceives reward
r(s,a).O finterest is to maximize the expected discounted
total rewards E[
 ∞
n=0 λnrn] where λ is the discount factor
less than 1 and rn is the expected reward received at step n.
In the partially observable case, it is known that a prob-
ability distribution over the states(belief state) serves as a
sufﬁcient statistic for the agent’s action selection (Astr¨ om
1965). The belief space is the set of all the possible belief
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executes a and observes z, the next belief state b  is updated
as follows: for any s , b (s )=1 /k
 
s P(s ,z|s,a)b(s)
where k (= P(z|b,a))is a normalizer and the joint probabil-
ity P(s ,z|s,a) equals to P(s |s,a)P(z|s ,a). The belief
state b  is sometimes denoted by τ(b,a,z).
A policy π prescribes an action for any belief state in B.
Associated with a policy π is its value function V π which
is a mapping from the belief space to the real line. For any
b, V π(b) is the expected total discounted reward the agent
receives if it starts with belief state b and follows policy π.
Policy π dominates π2 if V π1(b) ≥ V π2(b) for any b. The
optimal policy dominates any other policies. Its value func-
tion is the optimal value function.A n -optimal value func-
tion differs the optimal by at most  .A n -optimal policy is
a policy whose value function is  -optimal.
Value iteration starts with an initial value function V0 and
iterates using the formula:
Vn+1(b)=max
a
[r(b,a)+λ
 
z
P(z|b,a)Vn(τ(b,a,z))].
The notation Vn is referred to as value function at step
n. The step of computing Vn+1 from Vn is referred to
as Dynamic-Programming (DP) update. In practice, since
value functions are representable by ﬁnite sets of vectors
(Sondik 1971), DP update often refers to the process of ob-
taining the ( minimal ) representing set Vn+1 of Vn+1 from
that of Vn.V alue iteration terminates when the Bellman
residual, maxb |Vn(b)−Vn−1(b)|,f alls below  (1−λ)/2λ.
Belief Subset Selection
This section deﬁnes the subset, discusses its relation to the
belief space and ﬁnally shows its linear representation.
Subset Selection
The expression τ(b,a,z) denotes the next belief state if the
agent starts with b, executes a and observes z. The set
{τ(b,a,z)|b ∈B }contains all the next belief states if the
agent executes a and observes z,n omatter which belief
states it starts with. We denote this set by τ(B,a,z). The
union ∪a,zτ(B,a,z) consists of all belief states the agent
can encounter, regardless of the initial belief states, actions
executed and observations collected. For simplicity, we de-
note itb yτ(B).
The set τ(B) is the subset we choose for value iter-
ation to work with. Its deﬁnition is an application of
reachability analysis (Boutilier, Brafman, & Geib 1998;
Dean et al. 1993).
Relation Between Belief Subset and Belief Space
Givenapair[a,z],i tturnsoutthatthefollowingmatrixplays
an important role in determining the set τ(B,a,z) where n
is the number of states. We denote the matrix by Paz.



P(s 
1,z|s1,a) P(s 
2,z|s1,a) ··· P(s 
n,z|s1,a)
P(s 
1,z|s2,a) P(s 
2,z|s2,a) ··· P(s 
n,z|s2,a)
··· ··· ··· ···
P(s 
1,z|sn,a) P(s 
2,z|sn,a) ··· P(s 
n,z|sn,a)



To see why, if a belief state is viewed as a row vector,
τ(b,a,z) can be written as 1
kbbPaz where kb is the constant
P(z|b,a), and bPaz means matrix multiplication. The re-
lationship between τ(B,a,z) and B is characterized in the
following lemma.
Lemma 1 For any[a,z], thereexistsabijectionbetweenthe
simplex τ(B,a,z) and the space B if and only if the matrix
Paz is invertible(i.e. the determinant |Paz| is non-zero).
Due to this lemma, if the matrix Paz is degenerate(i.e., |Paz|
is zero), τ(B,a,z) is a proper subset of B. 1 The subset
τ(B) is proper only if any τ(B,a,z) is proper. Note that the
these conditions can be veriﬁed a priori.
Theorem 1 The set τ(B) is a proper subset of belief space
B only if each matrix Paz is degenerate.
Representation
Subset representation addresses how to represent the sub-
sets τ(B,a,z) and τ(B). Suppose that bi is a unit vec-
tor (bi(s) equals 1.0 for s = i and 0 otherwise). The
set {b1,b 2,···,b n} is a basis of B in the sense that any
b in B can be represented as a linear combination of vec-
tors in the set. For each such bi, τ(bi,a,z) belongs
to τ(B,a,z) if P(z|bi,a) > 0.I t has been proven
that {τ(bi,a,z)|P(z|bi,a) > 0} is a basis of the set
τ(B,a,z)(Zhang 2001). This set is denoted by Bτ(B,a,z).
For this reason, the set τ(B,a,z) is said to be a belief sim-
plex which is speciﬁed by the extreme belief states in the
basis Bτ(B,a,z).
Theorem 2 For any pair [a,z], the subset τ(B,a,z) is a
simplex. Therefore, the subset τ(B) is a union of simplexes.
Subset Value Iteration
This section deﬁnes an MDP whose state space is τ(B).
Value iteration for the MDP works with a subset of the belief
space. Two versions of value iteration are presented.
Subset MDP
The set τ(B) is a closed set in the sense that if the agent
starts with a belief state in the set, no action can lead it to
belief states outside the set. This property of τ(B) allows
one to deﬁne a subset MDP as follows. Note that it differs
from the belief space MDP transformed from the original
POMDP only in the state space (e.g. (Zhang & Liu 1997)).
• The state space is τ(B) and action space is A.
• Transition model: given a belief b in τ(B) and an a,i f
b =τ(b,a,z) for some z, then P(b |b,a) is P(z|b,a).
• Reward model: given a b in τ(B) and a,i tspeciﬁes im-
mediate reward r(b,a) as r(b,a)=
 
s∈S b(s)r(s,a).
The DP equation for the above MDP follows. In the equa-
tion below, V
τ(B)
n denotes its value function at step n.
For any b in τ(B),
V
τ(B)
n+1 (b)=max
a
{r(b,a)+λ
 
z
P(z|b,a)V τ(B)
n (τ(b,a,z))}
1It is proper if there is one b in B such that b  ∈ τ(B,a,z).
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Similarly to value functions over the belief space, value
functions over simplex and subset possess the same prop-
erty. They can be represented by ﬁnite sets of vectors. A DP
update computes the (minimal) set representing V
τ(B)
n+1 from
that representing V
τ(B)
n . The rest of this subsection shows
how to implicitly carry out DP update. Two issues must be
addressed: how to compute a set representing V
τ(B)
n+1 , and
how to compute the minimal set w.r.t. the subset τ(B).
The ﬁrst issue can be settled by a similar procedure as
in standard DP update. We enumerate all the possible vec-
tors in the set representing V
τ(B)
n+1 . Each such vector can be
deﬁned by an action a and a mapping δ from Z to the set
V
τ(B)
n (It is known that the pair [a,δ] deﬁnes a policy tree in
standard DP update (e.g., (Cassandra 1998)).) Given a pair
[a,δ], the vector can be deﬁned as follows and is denoted by
βa,δ.
βa,δ(s)=r(s,a)+λ
 
z
 
s
P(s ,z|s,a)δz(s ). (1)
where δz is the mapped vector for observation z.
The following set is obtained by altering the actions and
mappings in the above deﬁnition.
{βa,δ|a ∈A ,δ: Z→V τ(B)
n & ∀z,δz ∈V τ(B)
n }. (2)
The set is denoted by V
τ(B)
n+1 .I t can be proved that the set
V
τ(B)
n+1 represents value function V
τ(B)
n+1 . Furthermore, the set
induces the same value function as Vn+1 in τ(B).
Theorem 3 If V
τ(B)
n represents value function Vn in τ(B),
V
τ(B)
n+1 represents Vn+1 in the same subset.
We now address the second issue: given a set of vectors,
how to compute its minimal representation w.r.t. τ(B).W e
ﬁrst explore the case for a simplex τ(B,a,z).A si nthe stan-
dard prune operator, we need to prune useless vectors w.r.t.
τ(B). Let the set be V and β is a vector in the set. It is useful
if and only if there exists a belief state b in τ(B,a,z) such
that β · b ≥ α · b + x where x is some positive number, α
is a vector in the set V−{β} and · means inner product. On
the other hand, b can be represented as
 
i λiτ(bi,a,z).I f
we replace b with
 
i λiτ(bi,a,z), the condition of deter-
mining β’s usefulness is equivalent to: whether there exists
a series of nonnegative numbers λis such that for any vector
α, β ·
 
i λiτ(bi,a,z) ≥ α ·
 
i λiτ(bi,a,z)+x.
To determine β’s usefulness in the set V w.r.t. τ(B,a,z),
the linear program simplexLP in Table 1 is used. When
its optimality is reached, one checks its objective x.I f i t
is positive, there exists a belief state in τ(B,a,z) at which
β dominates other vectors. The belief state is represented
as
 
i λiτ(bi,a,z) where λis are the solutions (values of
variables). In this case, β is useful. Otherwise, it is useless.
To determine a vector’s usefulness in a set w.r.t. the subset
τ(B), oneneedtoconsideritsusefulnessw.r.t. eachsimplex.
Again, let the set be V and the vector be β.I f β is useful
simplexLP(β,V,B τ(B,a,z)):
// Note: Bτ(B,a,z) is the basis of τ(B,a,z)
Variables: x, λi for each i
Maximize: x
Constraints:
β ·
 
i λiτ(bi,a,z) ≥ α ·
 
i λiτ(bi,a,z)+x
for α ∈Vand for each i, τ(bi,a,z) ∈ Bτ(B,a,z)  
i λi =1 , λi ≥ 0 for i.
Table 1: determining a vector’s usefulness w.r.t. a simplex
w.r.t. a simplex, it must be useful w.r.t. the subset. However,
if it is useless w.r.t. a simplex, it may be useful w.r.t. an-
other simplex. Hence, for a simplex, if β has been identiﬁed
as useful, there is no need to check it again for subsequent
simplexes. After all the simplexes have been examined, if β
is useless w.r.t. all simplexes, it is useless w.r.t. the subset.
Stopping Criterion
By MDP theory, as value iteration continues, the Bellman
residual, maxb∈τ(B) |V
τ(B)
n −V
τ(B)
n−1 |, becomes smaller. If it
is smaller than  (1 − λ)/2λ, the algorithm terminates. The
output set V
τ(B)
n−1 is  -optimal for the subset MDP.
Complexity Analysis
The performance of subset value iteration heavily depends
on the “largeness” of the subset τ(B).I fi ti saproper subset
of B, this leads to computational beneﬁts. First, the algo-
rithm is expected to be more efﬁcient than the standard one.
This is because each DP update accounts for a smaller space
thanB. Second, thecomplexityofvaluefunctionsisreduced
when the domain is restricted to the subset. This means that
subset value iteration generates fewer vectors.
Simplex-By-Simplex Value Iteration
The above value iteration works in a collective fashion in the
sense that it directly computes value functions over τ(B).
This subsection proposes value iteration in a simplex-by-
simplex fashion. At each iteration, it computes value func-
tions for individual simplexes. The rationale is, by letting
value iteration work with the ﬁner-grained belief subsets, it
could be more efﬁcient than its collective version.
The DP update is formulated as follows: given a collec-
tion {V
τ(B,a,z)
n |a ∈A ,z∈Z }where each V
τ(B,a,z)
n repre-
sents V
τ(B)
n only in the simplex τ(B,a,z),h ow to construct
a set V
τ(B,a,z)
n+1 for each simplex τ(B,a,z).
Likewise, a vector βa,δ in V
τ(B,a,z)
n+1 can be deﬁned by an
action a and a mapping δ. The fact that τ(b,a,z) must be
in τ(B,a,z) for any b implies that for any z, δz can be re-
stricted to a vector in the set V
τ(B,a,z)
n .B yaltering the ac-
tions and mappings, one obtains the following set:
{βa,δ|a ∈A ,δ : Z→∪ a,zVτ(B,a,z)
n , & ∀z,δz ∈V τ(B,a,z)
n }.
It differs from (2) in the mapping δ. The above set is de-
noted by V
τ(B,a,z)
n+1 . The value function it induces possesses
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sentation, one prunes the set w.r.t. τ(B,a,z).
Theorem 4 For any a and z,t h eset V
τ(B,a,z)
n+1 represents
value function V
τ(B)
n+1 and Vn+1 over τ(B,a,z) if each
V
τ(B,a,z)
n represents V
τ(B)
n in the individual simplex.
Though subset value iteration can be conducted in either
collective or individual fashion, they are essentially the same
in terms of value functions induced. This is stated in the
following theorem.
Theorem 5 Let U = ∪a,zV
τ(B,a,z)
n+1 .F o r any b ∈ τ(B),
U(b)=V
τ(B)
n+1 (b).
It is worthwhile of noting that for two action/observation
pairs, the simplexes τ(B,a 1,z 1) and τ(B,a 2,z 2) might not
be disjoint. Couple of remarks are in order for this case.
First, the representing sets V
τ(B,a1,z1)
n+1 and V
τ(B,a2,z2)
n+1 might
contain duplicates. Therefore the size
 
az |V
τ(B,a,z)
n+1 | (the
total number of vectors generated) could be greater than
|V
τ(B)
n+1 |. Second, by Theorem 4, for any b in the intersec-
tion of the simplexes, V
τ(B,a1,z1)
n+1 (b)=V
τ(B,a2,z2)
n+1 (b). This
is true because both sets of vectors represent Vn+1 in τ(B).
Subset, Decision-Making and Value Iteration
This section shows that value functions generated by subset
value iteration can be used for decision-making in the en-
tire belief space. It also studies an interesting relationship
between subset selection and value iteration.
Decision-making for the Entire Belief Space
When the algorithm terminates, the output set V
τ(B)
n−1 is  -
optimal w.r.t. the subset MDP. The agent can choose the
 -optimal action for belief states in τ(B).H o w ever, for the
original POMDP, the agent can start from any belief state in
B.W hat action should it choose for its initial belief state
if it is not in τ(B)?I tturns out that with a slightly stricter
stopping criterion, the output value function generated by
subset value iteration can be used for any belief states.
First, a value function over τ(B) can be used to deﬁne
av alue function over B.I n f act, given a V τ(B),av alue
function V over B can be deﬁned as follows: for any b in B,
V (b)=max
a
{r(b,a)+λ
 
z
P(z|b,a)V τ(B)(τ(b,a,z))}.
The function V is said to be V τ(B)-greedy.
Second, if V
τ(B)
n represents the same value function as Vn
in the subset τ(B), the V
τ(B)
n -greedy value function is actu-
ally Vn+1.I nthis sense, the set τ(B) is said to be sufﬁcient
in terms of value function representation. If subset value it-
eration starts with the same value function as standard value
iteration, inductively, they generate the same series of value
functions in terms of the subset τ(B). Moreover, the step
value functions in standard value iteration can always be de-
rived from those in subset value iteration.
Third, if one slightly changes the stopping criterion in
subset value iteration as in Theorem 6, its output value func-
tion can directly be used for  -optimal decision-making over
the belief space (Zhang 2001). Note that to achieve the  -
optimality, subset value iteration uses a stricter criterion and
therefore takes more iterations than the standard algorithm.
Meanwhile, stricter criterion means that value function re-
turned by subset value iteration is closer to the optimality.
Theorem 6 If subset value iteration terminates when
maxb∈τ(B) |V
τ(B)
n (b) −V
τ(B)
n−1 (b)|≤ (1 − λ)/(2λ2|Z|)
and it outputs V
τ(B)
n−1 , then V
τ(B)
n−1 -greedy value function is
 -optimal over the belief space.
Belief Subset and Value Iteration
Since subset value iteration retains the quality of value func-
tions, it can be regarded as an exact algorithm. One inter-
esting problem is, if value iteration intends to retain quality,
can it work with a proper subset of τ(B)?
In general, the answer is no. The reason follows. To com-
pute Vn+1, one needs to keep values V
τ(B)
n for belief states
in τ(B). Otherwise, if one accounts for a smaller set B ,i t
can be proved that there exists a belief state b in B,a naction
a and an observation z such that τ(b,a,z) does not belong to
B . It’s known that the value update of Vn+1(b) depends on
the values for all possible next belief states. Due to the un-
availability of V
τ(B)
n (τ(b,a,z)), the value Vn+1(b) can not
be calculated exactly. Consequently, if subset value iteration
works with a subset of τ(B),i tcan not be exact. In other
words, it should be an approximate algorithm. To make it
be exact, value iteration needs consider at least τ(B).I nthis
sense, the subset is said to be a minimal sufﬁcient set.
Empirical Studies
We implemented subset value iteration in the simplex-by-
simplex version using incremental pruning (Zhang & Liu
1997; Cassandra 1998). For convenience, it is denoted by
ssVI and standard algorithm by VI. Here we focus on a
simple maze problem because ﬁrstly we would compare the
performance for both algorithms to run to completion, and
secondly it eases the analysis of performance differences.
We compare VI and ssVI along two dimensions: the sizes
of representing sets and time costs of DP update. For ssVI
and VI, the sizes are
 
a,z |V
τ(B,a,z)
n | and |Vn| respectively.
Figure 1 presents the layout of the maze problem. There
are 10 locations (states) and the goal is location 9. The agent
can execute one of ﬁve actions: four “move” actions along
four directions and a declare-goal action. The “move” ac-
tions can achieve intended effect with probability 0.8. The
declare-goal action does not change the agent’s position. In
the ﬁgure thick lines stand for walls and thin lines for noth-
ing(open). At each time point, the robot reads four sensors
which inform it of whether there is a wall or nothing along
a direction. So an observation is a string of four letters.
Fore xample, at location 2, the observation is owow where
o means nothing and w means wall. In the following, we
present two versions of the maze problem: in one version,
ssVI is superior; in the other version, ssVI is inferior.
310    AAAI-02 Figure 1: A maze problem
Case I: τ(B) ⊂B
In this version, the observations(strings of letters) are col-
lected deterministically. The reward model is deﬁned as fol-
lows: when the agent declares goal at location 9, it receives
ar eward of 1 unit; if it does so at location 10, it receives a
penalty of -1.
The statistics are presented in Figure 2. The ﬁrst chart
depicts the time cost of each DP update in log-scale for VI
and ssVI with the strict stopping criterion. To compute a
0.01-optimal value function, VI terminates within 20,000
seconds after 162 iterations while ssVI terminates within
1,000 seconds after 197 iterations. We note that ssVI needs
more iterations but it still takes much less time. The perfor-
mance difference is big. Moreover, more iterations means
that the value function generated by ssVI is closer to the
optimality. This is not a surprising result if we take a look at
Figure 2: Performances for VI and ssVI on maze problem.
Note that y-axis is in log-scale.
the matrix Paz for an action a and observation z. Let us as-
sume that the observation is owow and hence the possible lo-
cations might be 2 or 5. Regardless of actions executed, only
entries in column 2 and 5 in Paz can be non-zero. There-
fore the matrix is highly sparse and degenerate and the sim-
plex τ(B,a,z) is much smaller than B. This analysis holds
similarlyforothercombinationsofactionsandobservations.
This means ssVI accounts for only a small portion of the
belief space and thus explains why ssVI is more efﬁcient.
In addition, we expect that the size of the sets representing
value functions over subset is much smaller.
This is conﬁrmed in the second chart. We see that at the
same iteration VI always generates much more vectors than
ssVI. The sizes at both curves increase sharply at ﬁrst iter-
ations and then stabilize. The size for VI reaches its peak
of 2466 at iteration 11 and the maximum size for ssVI is
139 at iteration 10. This size in VI is about 20 times many
as that in ssVI. This is a magnitude consistent with the per-
formance difference. After the sizes stabilize, they are 130
in VI and around 50 in ssVI.
Case II: τ(B)=B
In this version, the actions set is enlarged to include a new
one stay.I fi ti sexecuted, it receives either a null ob-
servation with a probability 0.9 or a string with 0.1. The
revised problem has more complications on the observation
model. At most locations the agent receives a string as be-
fore. But due to hardware limitations, with a probability of
0.1, it wrongly reports the string owow as owww and woww
as wowo. The reward model is changed to reﬂect new de-
sign considerations: the agent needs to pay for its informa-
tion about states. For this purpose, stay yields no cost. In
contrast, the “move” actions always cause a cost of 2.
The results are collected and presented in Figure 3. First
we note both VI and ssVI are able to run only 11 itera-
tions within a reasonable time limit (8 hours). The ﬁrst chart
presents the time costs along iterations. To run 11 iterations,
ssVI takes 53,000 seconds while VI takes around 30,900
seconds. Therefore ssVI is slower than VI for this prob-
lem. However, the magnitude of performance difference is
not big. To explain this, let us consider the matrix Paz de-
Figure 3: Performances for VI and ssVI on noisy maze.
termined by the action stay and observation null. The
transition matrix is an identity and each state can lead to the
null observation with probability of 0.9 if stay is exe-
cuted. Therefore, the matrix Paz is invertible and the sim-
plex τ(B,a,z) is actually B. Because ssVI needs to ac-
count for additional simplexes for other combinations of ac-
tions and observations, ssVI must be less efﬁcient than VI.
This explains the performance difference in time between
ssVI and VI.F or the same reason, ssVI should produce
more vectors than VI due to the intersection of simplexes.
This is veriﬁed and demonstrated in the second chart of Fig-
ure 3. The curve for ssVI is always on the upper side of that
for VI.F or the 11th iteration, ssVI generates 3,300 vectors
and VI generates around 1,700 vectors.
Related Work
Two basic ideas behind subset value iteration in this paper
are (1) reducing the complexity of DP updates and (2) re-
ducing the complexity of value functions.
In a broad sense, most value iteration algorithms and
their variations are common in that the efforts are de-
voted to reducing DP complexity. However, different al-
gorithms and approaches take different forms for the sim-
ilar purpose. These algorithms include grid-based algo-
rithms where only belief states in the grid are considered
at each iteration (Lovejoy 1991), state-space decomposi-
tion algorithms where the solution to the original MDP is
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state-space MDPs (e.g. (Dean & Lin 1995)), model mini-
mization technique where states are grouped together if they
lead to similar behaviors via stochastic bisimulation equiv-
alence (Dean & Givan 1997), algorithms using reachabil-
ity analysis where new states are added to the subset be-
ing considered so far (Boutilier, Brafman, & Geib 1998;
Dean et al. 1993), and real time dynamic programming
where only belief states which have been explored are added
into the set for value updates (Geffner & Bonet 1998).
The second idea behind subset value iteration is con-
cerned with the representational complexity of value func-
tions. Intuitively, the representing set of a value function
overabelief subset contains fewer vectors than that of the
same function over a belief set. This fact has been observed
in (Hauskrecht & Fraser 1998). In their medical treatment
example, a problem state is speciﬁed by several variables.
They noted that the inconsistence between the assignments
of different variables can be exploited to reduce the com-
plexity of value functions.
Conclusions and Extensions
In this paper, we study value iterations working with be-
lief subset. We use reachability analysis to select a partic-
ular subset. The subset is (1)closed in that no actions can
lead the agent to belief states outside it; (2) sufﬁcient in that
value function deﬁned over it can be extended into the belief
space; and (3) minimal in that value iteration needs to con-
sider at least the subset if it intends to achieve the quality of
value functions. The closedness enables one to formulate a
subset MDP. We address the issues of representing the sub-
set and pruning a set of vectors w.r.t. the subset. We then
describe the subset value iteration algorithm. For a given
POMDP, whether the subset is proper can be determined a
priori.I f this is the case, subset value iteration carries the
advantages of representation in space and efﬁciency in time.
As for future directions, it would be interesting to ask the
question, which POMDP classes in practice have the prop-
erty whose belief subset is smaller than or the same as the
belief space? (Zhang 2001) presents two POMDP classes
where in one class the subset is proper while in the other
class the subset is the same as the belief space. Different
algorithms exploiting the subset structures have been pro-
posed to solve different POMDP classes.
Another interesting direction is to exploit some asyn-
chronous scheme for DP updates. At each iteration, one
can conduct DP update over only a few simplexes other than
their union. The residuals of consecutive value functions
over individual simplexes can be used to select which sim-
plexes to work with. One popular choice is to select those
regions whose value functions have larger residuals.
Finally, the subset value iteration algorithm implemented
in this paper works with POMDPs represented ﬂatly. To
achieve economy of representation from the model side (e.g.
(Hansen&Feng2000)), onepromisingdirectionistoimple-
ment a “structured” version of the algorithm for structured
POMDPs. If this is feasible, one expects that the algorithm
would be able to solve larger POMDPs.
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